
Name: ________________________________ 
Date: ______________________ Block: ____ 

Topic: ________________________________ 
 
 

Goal:  Describe elements of Muslim advancements in science, health, technology, and mathematics. 
 
Procedure: 

1. Read the article and make annotations (we’ll discuss this.) 

2. Take notes about your topic on the back of this page.  PHRASES.  OWN WORDS.  BULLET.  HEADINGS as 

appropriate. 

3. Make a list on the back of this page of the important words/phrases.  Remember, words on your word clouds 

are bigger when they are used more than once.  Put stars next to words/phrases that you want to use more 

than once so they are bigger. 

4. Type your word list on Microsoft Word and save it.  Check for spelling and capitalization.   

5. Create your word cloud on Tagxedo or Wordle.  If you do your word cloud in a shape, it should be topic 

appropriate.   

6. Use a screen capture tool (snipping tool under all programs, then accessories.)  Save your word cloud as a 

JPEG on your Z drive.   

7. Create a Word document with a header for your name, date & block and a title.   

8. Insert your word cloud on the document. 

9. Write 5-7 sentences about the words in your word cloud that accurately summarize the advancements 

described in your reading.  Use your own words.  Proofread. Try to keep it all on one page. 

10. Save your document and turn in on Edmodo as an attachment.   

 
Assessment: 
_____ /4  Word List and notes on back of this page  

_____ /2  MS Word format followed correctly.  No grammar/spelling errors on word cloud or in sentences. ½ point  

off for each error, maximum 2 points. 

_____ /5  Word Cloud (easy to read, more important words are bigger than others, if shape is used, done with  

appropriate to your topic.) 

_____ /5  Sentences (accurate, get across main points of your text,  in your own words *if they are plagiarized, your  

entire project is a zero*.) 
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